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Introduction: 

 Cilia are small, hair-like structures present on the surface of most 
eukarotic cells. (Elliott;2007) These structures are used by the cells to 
move material across the surface or to project the cell in a direction. 
(Silflow;2001) Cilia are even involved in cell-to-cell communication as in 
the nervous system.(Badano;2006)  When cilia do not function properly 
the results can be serious, such as, situs inversus and polycystic kidney 
disease. (Wilson;2004) To study cilia and their functioning Tetrahymena 
is a useful organism. (ASSET; 2018) Tetrahymena is a single celled 
protist which contains cilia around its membrane. These cilia are both 
motile and primary in nature which makes this organism a perfect 
subject for this study. 

  This experiment will utilize the movement of Tetrahymena to 
measure the effect of cigarette smoke and alcohol on cilia function. By 
observing the movement and directional changes of Tetrahymena 
under a light microscope the effects of both agents can be monitored 
and recorded. Both cigarette smoke and alcohol will have an 
inhibitory effect on the cilia function of the Tetrahymena.   

Materials and Methods: 

 Tetrahymena was supplied from the ASSET program through a 
generous donation along with the NEFF media used to grow the 
organism. These cells were grown as a stock culture in a falcon culture 
tube and allowed to grow for several days (4-8) before a working 
culture in a standard petri dish was created. To observed the effects of 
each agent the cells were transferred to a microfuge tube and 
combined with either alcohol containing beer, non-alcohol containing 
beer, cigarette smoke extract (ASSET; 2018) or TRIS buffer (10mM). 

Cells were exposed to the agent for a total of 5 min. with time points 
taken out to observe. Time points were at 0,30,60,120,180,240 and 300 
seconds. Samples were placed onto a microscope slide where they 
were observed under high power. Changes in swimming behavior, 
speed, shape, and other movement were noted.  

 

Data: 
Each time a direction change or a speed change occurred it was 
recorded in addition to the shape and size of the Tetrahymena. The 
data is shown in the table below:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It was also observed that the Tetrahymena treated with alcohol had a 
much rounder appearance after 180 sec. and the contractile vacuole 
became exceedingly large after 180 sec.  

Conclusion: 

 From the data it can be concluded that both alcohol and cigarette 
smoke have an inhibitory effect on the cilia function of Tetrahymena. This 
was observed by the swimming pattern of the organism under a light 
microscope. It can be compared to a boat with multiple oars in the water, as 
long as all of the oars are working properly the boat has direction but if one 
of the oars is not working or not in the water then the boat with lose 
velocity.  

 When it is considered that many individuals who smoke also drink 
alcohol these effects could be magnified. In humans this could result in a 
change in the ability of a person’s lungs to clear mucus or in 
neurotransmitters to communicate with nerve cells. (Elliott;2007) 

 Further Studies: 
Cilia, both motile and primary have shown to be important to the etiology of 
many disorders which affect human health. As scientist learn more about 
the effect cilia have on human development and health new ways to 
prevent damage and protection will be investigated 
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Time points (sec) non-Alcoholic beer Beer no smoke extract smoke extract 

0 0 0 0 0 

30 0 0 0 20 

60 0 30 0 40 

120 0 75 0 50 

180 0 75 0 90 

240 0 90 0 100 

300 0 100 0 100 


